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Organizing Committee

Foreign Policy Community of Indonesia (FPCI) is a non-partisan, non-politic,
and independent foreign policy organization established to discuss and
introduce international relations issues to many relevant actors in Indonesia
such as diplomats, ambassadors, government officials, academia, researchers,
businesses, media, lecturers, think-tanks, students and media. FPCI is also
dedicated to studying the most pressing foreign policy issues related to
ASEAN, geopolitics, middle powers, geo-economics, and the diaspora.

The Korea Foundation (KF) was established in 1991 to promote the charms of
Korea to the world and to perform and support public diplomacy to deepen
mutually friendly international civil networks. Since its founding, the KF has
worked on various foreign exchange programs including the promotion of
Korean studies, networking to foster international cooperation, arts and
cultural exchanges, and media projects. Today, the KF stands tall as a
specialized public diplomacy organization that represents Korea. According to
the Public Diplomacy Act, the KF is the only "institution that conducts public
diplomacy", and it is growing thanks to the participation of all citizens.

http://www.sspyoungprolab.com/
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About the Indonesia-Korea SSP
Young Professionals Lab

The Indonesia-Korea Special Strategic Partnership (SSP) Young Professionals
Lab is a comprehensive program that provides a unique platform for aspiring
Indonesian professionals to deepen their understanding of the Indonesia and
Republic of Korea Special Strategic Partnership. This program caters
specifically to the emerging community of young academics, researchers,
entrepreneurs, experts, and policymakers in Indonesia. This program aims to
facilitate discussions and explore relevant recommendations to bolster the
bilateral cooperation between Indonesia and the Republic of Korea. The
selected young professionals have the opportunity to engage with
policymakers and practitioners, analyze pertinent issues, and generate policy
inputs to advance bilateral affairs. The program is structured into virtual and in-
person labs featuring interactive panel discussions with high-level officials and
influential experts, culminating in creating a joint policy recommendation.

http://www.sspyoungprolab.com/
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Ten Young Professionals Fellow
Ten young Indonesian professionals participated in a four-day lab session
virtually and in person in Jakarta to formulate and conceptualize policy
recommendations covering three main sectors of Indonesia and the Republic
of Korea's bilateral cooperation: political security, business-economy, and socio-
culture. 

A. Kurniawan Ulung
Lecturer of International Relations at Satya Negara
Indonesia University

Aditya Parama Setiaboedi
Researcher at Institute Technology of Bandung

Andy Fernanda Probotrianto
Policy Specialist at Pijar Foundation

Firsty Kartika
STEM Expert at CoLearn

Hino Samuel Jose
Consultant at Archipelagic and Island States Forum
Secretariat

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1K2IYIijKZZkxp0qqaCwDuE40ZahVP_XB/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1K2IYIijKZZkxp0qqaCwDuE40ZahVP_XB/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1K2IYIijKZZkxp0qqaCwDuE40ZahVP_XB/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1K2IYIijKZZkxp0qqaCwDuE40ZahVP_XB/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1K2IYIijKZZkxp0qqaCwDuE40ZahVP_XB/view?usp=drive_link
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Ten Young Professionals Fellow

Isyana Adriani
Lecturer of International Relations at President University

Radityo Dharmaputra
Lecturer of International Relations at President University

Sayyid Muhammad Jundullah
Advocacy Officer at Center for Indonesia's Strategic
Development Initiatives (CISDI)

Thalitha Avifah Yuristiana
Community Engagement Officer at Think Policy

Tri Rahayu Handayani
Founder and CEO of HWAN Eco-Ethnic

www.sspyoungprolab.com
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Virtual Workshop: Writing a Joint
Policy Recommendation 101

On Wednesday, August 2nd 2023, the Indonesia-Korea SSP Young
Professionals Lab 2023 was successfully kicked off by conducting the first
virtual workshop with Jamil Maidan Flores, Senior Editor of this program.
During this workshop, ten young professional fellows were involved in a
dynamic discussion focusing on the structure, substance, and crucial points to
highlight when writing a Joint Policy Recommendation. Dayu Nirma
Amurwanti, Faculty Member of the International Relations Department of
BINUS University, was in attendance as the moderator. 
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Scorecard Assessment
Indonesia-Korea Political-Security Cooperation 

www.sspyoungprolab.com

The Indonesia-Korea SSP Young Professionals Lab 2023 continued with a two-
day series of virtual workshops held on August 24 and 25, 2023. During the
initial workshop, Prof. Brendan Howe, Dean and Professor at the Graduate
School of International Studies at Ewha Women's University, provided insights
into the Political-Security Collaboration between Indonesia and Korea. The first
workshop was moderated by Jenny Sari Winata from FPCI.

http://www.sspyoungprolab.com/
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Working Group Discussion
Formulation of the First Draft

The first virtual workshop was then followed by a Questions and Answers
session, where Prof. Brendan Howe had a chance to respond to the questions
by Young professionals.

Prof. Brendan Howe 
“Multilateralism has been described as
being in a crisis. With the end of the
Cold War, there's tremendous
optimism for multilateralism. It was
going to be the way forward. We're
going to solve all these global
governance problems through
multilateralism, through universal
membership of the United Nations.”

Following the online workshop, ten young professionals participated in
working group discussions to formulate joint policy recommendations. The
young professionals were divided into three working groups, such as: Political-
Security, Business-Economy, and Socio-Culture.



Scorecard Assessment
Indonesia-Korea Business Economy Cooperation

The ten young professionals then proceeded to take part in the second online
workshop, which delved into the topic of Indonesia and Korea's economic
cooperation. Mahdewi Silky, Deputy Director of Bilateral Negotiation at
Indonesia's Ministry of Trade, led this workshop. The session was moderated by  
Nur Afni Damanik from FPCI.

9www.sspyoungprolab.com
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Indonesia-Korea Business Economy Cooperation 

Mahdewi Silky
“Due to the pandemic, we (Indonesia)
have increased the trade value with
Korea. However, we still need to put a
lot of effort into it. At this moment the
export is increasing because of the
prices. Thus, we have to add value
products between both countries.”

The second virtual workshop was then followed by a Questions and Answers
session, where Mahdewi Silky had a chance to respond to the questions raised
by the Young Professionals. 

Working Group Discussion
Formulation of the First Draft
After the second online workshop, the ten young professionals once more
engaged in working group discussions to craft collective policy
recommendations, marking the conclusion of the first day of virtual
workshops.

10



Scorecard Assessment
Indonesia-Korea Socio-Culture Cooperation 

On the second day, the ten young professionals participated in the final online
workshop on Socio-Cultural Cooperation between Indonesia and Korea. This
workshop featured Dr. Andrew Eungi Kim, Professor in the Division of
International Studies at the College of International Studies at Korea
University, and Esther Juhee, Senior Reporter at Korea JoongAng Daily. The
session was moderated by Nadira Anamika Utari from FPCI.

11www.sspyoungprolab.com
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Scorecard Assessment
Indonesia-Korea Socio-Culture Cooperation

Dr. Andrew Eungi Kim
“There are no real challenges by the Korean government in developing K-pop
and Hallyu because the popularity and success of Halyu do not depend on
government input. The government has no role in the artistic direction, they
only provide subsidies.”

Esther Juhee
“There is much room for improvement in terms of mutual perspectives about
Indonesia and Korea. How can we invest in each other more and develop the
next technology and green technology?”

The third virtual workshop was then followed by a Questions and Answers
session, where Dr. Andrew Eungi Kim and Esther Juhee had a chance to
respond to the questions raised by the Young Professionals.

12



Working Group Discussion
Formulation of the First Draft

The ten young professionals proceeded to engage in the working group
discussion aimed at crafting collective policy recommendations.

13www.sspyoungprolab.com
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Finalization of the First Draft

To conclude the two days of virtual workshops, the ten young professionals
took part in finalizing the initial draft of the joint policy recommendations. In
this session, the three working groups had the opportunity to present their
preliminary policy suggestions. Dayu Nirma Amurwanti, a faculty member of
the International Relations Department at BINUS University, was also in
attendance as the moderator of this session.

14



Welcoming Dinner

On September 15th, 2023, FPCI and Korea Foundation conducted a welcoming
dinner to kick off the in-person lab of the Indonesia-Korea Special Strategic
Partnership Young Professionals Lab 2023. Ambassador Iwan
Wiranataatmadja; Senior Fellow of FPCI;  Park Soo-deok, Minister and Deputy
Head of Mission of the Korean Embassy in Indonesia; and Dimas Muhammad,
Former Advisor to the Minister of Investment of Indonesia, were in attendance
to mark the official launch of the in-person part of the program this year. The
dinner was held at Le Meridien Hotel Jakarta and was joined by all ten Young
Professionals and the supervisory board members.

15www.sspyoungprolab.com
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Book Discussion with
Prof. Aleksius Jemadu

The second day of the in-person lab started with a book discussion titled
“Analisis Kebijakan Luar Negeri Indonesia Sebagai Kebijakan Publik” with the
author Prof. Aleksius Jemadu, Professor of International Politic at Pelita
Harapan University. The discussion was moderated by Jenny Sari Winata from
FPCI. 

The discussion then continued with the Question and Answer session. Prof.
Aleksius had the chance to respond to the questions asked by the Young
Professionals.

Professor Aleksius Jemadu
“Foreign policy is a set of rules governing the excellence of individual and
political authority.”

16



Presentation and Expert
Consultation of the First Draft 

Following the Book Discussion session, the ten young professionals, who have
been divided into three working groups, presented their initial policy
recommendations on three different sectors: Political-Security, Business-
Economy, and Socio-Culture. This session featured Jamil Maidan Flores, Former
Speech Writer at the Ministry of Foreign Affairs of Indonesia; Ambassador
Nadjib Riphat Kesoema, Former Indonesian Ambassador to Australia; and
Dimas Muhammad, Former Advisor to the Minister of Investment of Indonesia,
as the panel of judges. This session was chaired by Dayu Nirma Amurwanti, a
Faculty Member of the International Relations Department at BINUS
University.

17www.sspyoungprolab.com
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Presentation and Expert
Consultation of the First Draft 

Jamil Maidan Flores
“When you plan something, even the
policy level, you must be sure that you
have the resources to carry out this
thing.”

Dimas Muhammad
“Although Korea is now leaning more
explicitly towards the U.S., Indonesia
and Korea have one thing in common:
they are both concerned about a rising
power that has no qualms about
violating territorial integrity and
stability.”

Ambassador Nadjib
“The relations between Indonesia and
Korea actually have a lot of foundation,
we have a very strong foundation if we
don’t see a building, we built upon this
foundation is strong enough because I
think the bilateral relations are still not
very intensive in our bilateral relations.”

18



Diplomacy and Strategic Thinking 101

The ten young professionals then proceeded to the session on “Diplomacy and
Strategic Thinking 101” with Ambassador Soemadi Brotodiningrat, Former
Indonesian Ambassador to the United States, the United Nations, and Japan.
During this session, Ambassador Soemadi highlighted the concept of Global
North-South and East West, and importance of democracy maturity from
countries worldwide in this current period. 

Ambassador Soemadi Brotodiningrat 
“If the democracy level of a country is
not yet mature enough, there are
always some proble That is why there
are quite a number of problems now
within democratic countries. For
example, countries in Africa have
democratically elected their leader but
many of them were brought down by
the military.”

19www.sspyoungprolab.com
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Working Group Discussion:
Finalization of Final Draft

The ten young professionals proceeded to engage in the working group
discussion to finalize the draft of the joint policy recommendations. The
discussion was moderated by Dayu Nirma Amurwanti, Faculty Member of the
International Relations Department at BINUS University.

20



Presentation and Expert
Consultation of the Final Draft

The ten young professionals then continued by presenting their final draft of
joint policy recommendations. This session featured three panels of judges,
namely Jamil Maidan Flores, Former Speech Writer at the Ministry of Foreign
Affairs of Indonesia; Ambassador Soemadi Brotodiningrat, Former Indonesian
Ambassador to the United States, the United Nations, and Japan; and Endy
Bayuni, Senior Editor of the Jakarta Post. This session was also chaired by Dayu
Nirma Amurwanti, Faculty Member of the International Relations Department
of BINUS University.

Jamil Maidan Flores
“In giving a policy recommendation,
there must be a relationship between
the situation and the identification of
the problem and the
recommendation. You have to find the
support for the new recommendation
that was proposed.”

21www.sspyoungprolab.com
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Ambassador Soemadi
Brotodiningrat

“We should find out the reason why
Vietnam gets much more investment
from Korea than Indonesia. With Korea,
Indonesia already has a highway in
giving the infrastructure of economic
relationship. We have a bilateral
agreement, the ASEAN +1 agreement.
We should be more serious about
enriching Indonesian people.
Negotiating an agreement is
something, but taking benefit from
those agreements is something else.”

Endy Bayuni
“When we talk about the target of
investment with Korea, one of the
things that should be recognized is the
business laws and regulations in
Indonesia. These issues remain a big
problem that must be addressed for
foreign business.”

Presentation and Consultations
of the Final Draft

22



Farewell Dinner and Awarding Night

The Indonesia-Korea SSP Young Professionals Lab 2023 concluded with a
ceremony during which all the young professionals were presented with
certificates of appreciation in recognition of their dedication and hard work in
formulating the joint policy recommendation.

23www.sspyoungprolab.com
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Supervisory Board

Dr. Dino Patti Djalal
Project Director

Ambassador Soemadi
Brotodiningrat
Supervising Professor

Jamil Maidan Flores 
Senior Editor

Dayu Nirma Amurwanti
Facilitator
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Guest Speakers

Ambassador Nadjib Riphat
Kesoema
Former Indonesian Ambassador to
Australia

Dr. Andrew Eungi Kim
Professor in the Division of
International Studies at the College
of International Studies at Korea
University

Dimas Muhammad 
Former Advisor to the Minister of
Investment of Indonesia

Endy Bayuni
Senior Editor of the Jakarta Post
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Guest Speakers

Esther Juhee
Senior Reporter at Korea JoongAng
Daily

Mahdewi Silky
Deputy Director of Bilateral
Negotiation at Indonesia's Ministry
of Trade

Prof. Aleksius Jemadu
Professor of International Politic,
Pelita Harapan University

Prof. Brendan Howe
Dean and Professor at the Graduate
School of International Studies at
Ewha Women's University
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